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CHAIR’S REPORT

As part of my role as Chair of Mountain Training England I attend Mountain Training UK 
meetings three times a year (exactly what these gatherings will be called in future is 
undecided - Council/ Board / Committee / Stakeholder meetings… watch this space!). The 
March meeting was the first I have attended at Glenmore Lodge and it was great to be back 
there although it felt more like summer than winter. Two days of spring conditions in the 
Cairngorms gave me the opportunity to reflect upon the progress that was made in 2016 on 
a range of important projects.
 
A joint project with our Mountain Training partners saw the first of our e-learning modules being 
launched, focussed on Weather and also an inspirational marketing film, “Learn. Lead, 
Inspire”. Our staff were heavily committed to the Climbing Awards Review Working Group 
(CARWG) and as part of this group toiled away throughout 2016 analysing the data gathered 
from extensive consultations and feedback from stakeholders and beginning to formulate the 
proposals for changes and development of our awards. 

2016 saw the coming to fruition of other projects such as the formal adoption of our updated 
articles and Memorandum of Incorporation. As part of this process we updated and 
re-invigorated our membership. Defunct organisations such as the Central Council of Physical 
Recreation, Association of Chief Education Officers, the British Association for Advisers and 
Lecturers in Physical Education and the Association of Outdoor Leaders were removed and 
where appropriate updated with their successors: the Outdoor Education Advisers Panel, the 
Institute of Outdoor Learning and the Association for Physical Education. Other organisations 
(some with lengthy associations with Mountain Training England) were formally added for the 
first time, including the Association of British Climbing Walls Training Trust, British Association of 
International Mountain Leaders and the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme. Later in the year 
we welcomed the Scout Association into membership.

Last year I reported on work to update and reform our Governance procedures and many 
aspects of this have been implemented by Cath Luke in the last year in her new role as Special 
Projects Manager. Our drive to improve our governance procedures was further focussed by 
the publication by Sport England of “A Code for Sports Governance”. Changes implemented 
as a result of this included the creation of a Finance sub Committee which reports to the 
Executive and our General Meetings periodically. We completed a skills audit of the Directors 
on our Executive and from this drew up plans to recruit two new Directors. The aims of this were 
to increase the expertise available to the Executive, bring in independent directors to ensure 
appropriate scrutiny and challenge of our procedures and if possible address the fact that the 
Executive group at that point included no women.

Additional important work related to our governance included obtaining legal advice on our 
‘Provider Agreements’ and the contractual relationship with our website provider TahDah. We 
also took the decision to move into line with other Home Nation Boards reducing our annual 
meetings from 4 to 3.

In 2016 our Board meetings became more focussed on driving the direction and strategy of 
the company and included important discussions about our next development plan. The 
notes, diagrams and minutes from these seminars will form the basis for Guy Jarvis to draft the 
development plan which will guide our work through to 2021 and inform our funding 
application to Sport England.

Our finances are reported on separately within the Annual Report but they remain solid and 
secure, carefully monitored and shepherded by our Treasurer Barry Lynn with our new Finance 
sub-committee. The delays to the Sport England bidding process raised concerns and the
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Executive put contingency plans in place to ensure the organisation’s work is not disrupted by 
this in the short term.

‘Behind the scenes’ our key staff continue to work dynamically and enthusiastically to drive 
the organisation forward. Cath Luke ensures that we continue to meet our OFQUAL 
obligations. Mark Walker has established robust, well respected procedures to assure the 
quality of the courses our Providers deliver on our behalf. This is a key aspect of our 
Governance procedures. Both he and Jon Garside have worked on the Climbing Awards 
Review and in 2017 will be carrying out much of the detailed work required to put ‘meat on 
the bones’ of the proposals. Jon also has a key role in promoting and nurturing our important 
and historic links with the BMC – as always thanks to them for their continuing support, in 
particular for hosting all of our meetings. Suzanne Mills joined the Siabod Cottage team as 
Commercial and Operations Manager and is gradually implementing changes that should 
enhance the resilience and efficiency of the Customer Service Team. 

I believe Mountain Training England is in a good position to begin to implement the exciting 
developments and challenges, summed up by our vision: “Lifelong, healthy participation in 
climbing, hillwalking and mountaineering for all”.

David Faulconbridge
MTE Chair
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TREASURER’S REPORT

This year has seen a very creditable surplus on our financial operations and activities. Despite 
the turbulent times, we have continued to be good housekeepers, being sensibly prudent with 
our spending & costs and seeing an increase in revenues. 

The MTE and Siabod Cottage staff are to be thanked for their continued diligence in being 
very careful as to what we spend our money on. We are also very grateful to the continued 
professionalism and attention of Alan and Yas at the BMC.

The last five years have added something approaching 20% of the total of our reserves and 
net worth. We now have a cash reserve to help shape our future – although we need to 
remember that many, many previous volunteers have generously given so much in creating 
the financial health we currently enjoy. So, we need to think very carefully about our financial 
future and what area of our activities sees investment.

We need to consider the fact that we have no assets other than cash - which is a nice 
problem to have. But it is a problem we need to address. I believe that we will need to give 
close, careful consideration to the purchase of offices and a base either by ourselves or in 
partnership with others. The board has directors with experience of the commercial sector and 
this expertise will be of great significance. We also have in-house commercial expertise as 
several new staff have come from the private sector. We can look to initiate programmes and 
plans to increase our revenues and commercial activities this coming year.

Elsewhere on the mountaineering world – and I make no apology for using the word 
‘mountaineering’ - there are all the signs that we are in for some man-made turbulence. The 
sport is very different from the one I joined 50-odd years ago - but so is everything else. Nothing 
stays the same but life usually carries on…….

Once again, I would like to thank all MTE staff, Siabod Cottage and BMC colleagues in 
returning a very good financial performance.

Barry Lynn
Llanberis
April 2017
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YEAR END ACCOUNTS 2016
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES (including Income and Expenditure Account) 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016 

 
 
 
   Unrestricted 

Funds 
 Unrestricted 

Funds 
 Note  2016  2015 
   £  £ 
      
INCOME      
Donations and legacies 2  72,132  73,423 
Other trading activities 3  266,199  249,220 
Investments 4  3,714  4,416 
      
Total Income   342,045  327,059 
      
EXPENDITURE      
Raising funds 5  97,859  103,803 
Charitable activities 6  212,817  193,251 
      
Total Expenditure   310,676  297,054 
      
      
Net Income   31,369  30,005 
      
Other Recognised Gains 10  10,356  2,847 
      
Net Movement in Funds   41,725  32,852 
      
RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS      
Total funds brought forward at 01/01/2016   410,459  377,607 
      
Total funds carried forward at 31/12/2016   452,184  410,459 
      
 

 
The statement of financial activities includes all gains and losses recognised in the year. 
 
All income and expenditure derives from continuing activities. 
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BALANCE SHEET 
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2016     
 
 NOTE  2016  2015 
  £ £ £ £ 
 
FIXED ASSETS           
Tangible Assets 9 19,204  10,744 
Investments 10 133,767  123,411 

       
   152,971  134,155 
CURRENT ASSETS 
Stocks 11 9,162  9,906 
Cash and Bank     297,515  268,345 
Debtors 12 27,906  20,399 

       
                334,583  298,650 
CREDITORS:  AMOUNTS FALLING 
  DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR 
Creditors 13 35,370  22,346 

       
NET CURRENT ASSETS   299,213  276,304 

       
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT  
   LIABILITIES   452,184  410,459 

       
 
 
FUNDS 
Restricted Funds   -  - 
Unrestricted Funds 14  452,184  410,459 

       
            452,184  410,459 

       
 



EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

The last year has been both challenging and rewarding for myself in my first year as Executive 
Officer. As with any new post I had to discover what the role fully entailed whilst getting to 
learn all the strengths, weaknesses, idiosyncrasies, history and potential of the organisation. I 
am still learning! However I think in this last year alone MTE, and in particular the Siabod Office, 
has undergone great positive change. 

To begin with I inherited an organisation that is in sound financial health with good reserves 
and with the ability to make a surplus at the end of the year. I have to thank my predecessor 
Andy Say and the directors for this positive state of affairs. This allows us to plan optimistically 
for the future and resource developments confidently. Now that I have run a budget cycle I 
feel we have the knowledge and confidence to spend a little more and achieve even more 
in future. The only significant issue has been the great delay in the bidding process to Sports 
England which will now conclude in 2017. However money has been put aside for us and the 
indicators are good.

Over the course of the year we have developed and completed our five year strategic plan 
with the input of the board and officers. This is a hugely significant piece of work as it defines 
the organisation’s direction and priorities over this period. Many strategies and projects will 
flow from this plan over the coming years with some important progress having occurred 
already.

Over the summer the office at Siabod Cottage was re-organised in order to house the 
customer service team in one room. John Cousins, Bryn Williams and myself have formed a 
senior management team and from this we have initiated a number of staffing developments. 

Firstly Jo Peters left the employ of MTE to work ‘upstairs’ for the MTA after successfully beating 
a strong field of external candidates. Jill Plummer was recruited to replace her in the customer 
service team and she has proved to be the most excellent appointment. With Jo still in the 
office it feels like we have the best of both worlds.

Cath Luke has also moved ‘upstairs’ to work as the Special Projects Manager for MTE, MTC 
and MTUK. Cath has done some vital work on updating our governance procedures in line 
with the government’s new Code of Sports Governance and supports all the Boards in this 
respect. MTE now has a detailed safeguarding policy, risk register and induction procedures 
for directors. In addition to this Cath has managed to get all our remaining schemes 
accredited by Ofqual. We have the full suite!

After this move we appointed Suzanne Mills to the new role of Commercial and Operations 
Manager. Suzanne joined us in November with the joint brief of managing the newly 
assembled customer service team and of investigating and generating new income streams. 
This marks a significant development for MTE as we look beyond relying solely upon our 
candidates, providers and Sport England for future income.

There is still more to do with governance but we are already in a stronger place than where 
we were a year ago. This is very timely given the current attention to governance standards. 
Having updated our articles and memoranda the decision was taken to seek two 
independent directors to enhance the Executive Committee. We also welcomed the Scouts 
back onto our Board as full Members.

Another important area of development has been the work on the Climbing Awards Review. 
Collaborating with MTUK and all the home Mountain Training boards we have worked through 
the surveys conducted by ourselves and UCLAN to develop the first model for a potential new 
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structure for the climbing awards. Many wise and experienced people have contributed to 
this but Jon Garside and Mark Walker have been particularly involved. It is hoped that the 
outcomes of this review will be realised in the next year and that these will ultimately lead to a 
wider and increased participation in our schemes.

Other initiatives during the year have been the commissioning of a well-received promotional 
film focussing on the walking awards, production of two guidance booklets (remote 
supervision and site specific indoor instructor schemes), and contributions to three e-learning 
modules. We have also developed and delivered a series of workshops on Transformational 
Leadership which have proved very popular with our award holders. 

The big project for myself was moving the family from Bath to Shrewsbury in September as the 
four hour commutes were taking their toll! This has been very successful (and a great relief) 
and our boys have taken to the brand new climbing wall that has opened up in town. Having 
created the NICAS scheme some eight years ago it’s really rewarding, and slightly surreal, to 
see them take their first steps into it.

To summarise I feel that MTE is in an even stronger position to face the future and I look forward 
to my role in guiding it with relish. We have a great team, good finance, and a clear sense of 
direction. More than ever the three boards which operate out of Siabod Cottage cooperate 
and coordinate in their efforts and I would particularly like to thank John Cousins, Mark Walker 
and Bryn Williams for their support and my induction into this exciting job.

Two different climbing walls this year:  Jon Garside and Sam Jarvis – who’s having the most 
fun?

Guy Jarvis 4/3/17
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DEVELOPMENT OFFICER’S REPORT

2016 has proven to be a year of opportunity. With our Executive Officer well settled into his role 
it’s been fantastic to be able to think a little more ‘outside the box’ driving projects that were 
previously left on the back burner. Equally our administration team continues to provide 
excellent support for our Technical Officers. Jill Plummer in particular has had a key role in fine 
tuning our structured approach to Quality Assurance. As an experienced outdoor enthusiast 
and having a system orientated approach I look forward to involving her more in QA work.

We completed a Provider Review in early 2016. The review was vital and enabled us to 
evaluate our provision to sustainable delivery of courses in the future. Starting with 200+ 
providers this was not a particularly easy task but was welcomed by all.  At the tail end of the 
year, with the support of the Screening Committee, we accepted a number of new providers 
with individual probationary conditions. These probationary conditions related to their 
application and delivery strategy submitted. We were particularly interested in tapping into 
new markets, targeting areas where we lacked provision and approaching underrepresented 
groups. I look forward to working with these individuals and supporting them delivering quality 
courses. An example of one such new provider is DofE North. Accepted in early 2016 this 
provider has now run a good number of Lowland leader courses for us, a mixture of training 
and assessment. It’s been great to work on a practical level with DofE and look forward to 
opportunities the future will bring. Having new individuals on-board is very healthy for our 
organisation, drawing on their enthusiasm and talent. We now have 146 active, current 
providers delivering eight leadership and skills schemes all over the UK. 

In November 2016 we similarly completed a Course Director and Tutor Review. It was equally 
reassuring to hear it was appreciated by our providers. Our present course staff have a 
generous period to ensure all those concerned are current and regularly delivering on courses 
for the approvals they hold. We now actively encourage our course directors to work on 
courses with other approved providers. This ‘cross pollination’ aids consistency and improves 
quality to the benefit of our candidates.

Working with our regional moderator team we attended 47 quality assurance visits in 2016 
focusing on specific scheme and course director approvals. This attendance exceeded our 
target and gave plenty of opportunities to give valuable feedback to our providers and 
course staff. It’s been great to dispel myths about ‘policing’ ensuring the emphasis is on 
supporting providers and course staff as ambassadors for Mountain Training. This emphasis has 
been widely appreciated tightening the unity between us. A moderator can never have all 
the ‘answers’ but is well placed to find them and is in a privileged position to have seen plenty 
of delivery. The significant and developing experience of our moderators really supports 
consistency.  In a similar vein we are presently exploring a peer to peer moderation process for 
the future. I hope this will prove to be an excellent way to share thoughts in a structured and 
quantifiable way. 
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Our online ‘Provider and Course Staff Area’ undergoes continual refinement and has proven 
to be an excellent source of information supporting our course staff. Having a definitive source 
of information to aid delivery is widely appreciated by our course staff. 

Our well attended course staff update workshops were themed to climbing and walking 
leadership schemes and delivered all over the country. We additionally ran a number of 
induction events in November. Key topics were generated from reviewing moderation reports, 
course staff and candidate feedback. Where appropriate we used external staff to deliver 
key elements. A great example of this was inviting Hannah Atkinson to attend. A recently 
qualified Climbing Wall Award holder and registered deaf Hannah gave an excellent 
candidate’s perspective on how to maintain open access to our courses. Verbal and written 
feedback has been excellent from the workshop attendees but there is still plenty of work to 
do! Our course staff regularly work in isolation and the face to face exchange of information 
between them during workshops is of critical importance. 

Mountain Training England continues to make major contributions to the Mountain Training 
Climbing Award Review. The working party were debating a potential new structure at the 
end of 2016. Part of this structure involved supporting early engagement with our schemes 
with the hope individuals will continue through our awards pathway. We are heavily involved 
in thinking how we can facilitate this in the most interactive way. 

On a personal note squeezing in Alpine guiding continues to be very rewarding, maintaining 
my currency and greatly benefiting my Mountain Training work. My kids fill the remaining time 
and periodically drag me out to the sea cliffs on Anglesey.

The tireless work of our volunteers on the Exec. Committee and Board is greatly appreciated. 
Without their dedication and steer our work would be extremely challenging. My thanks go to 
all concerned. As we plunge into 2017 and the pace quickens it’s great to be involved in the 
latest developments as part of the present dynamic Mountain Training team. 

Mark Walker  - 24/02/17
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2016 felt much more settled to me than 2015, but no less busy. 

The development that has most supported my work was January’s launch of the new provider 
and course staff area of the website. 

I carried out eleven moderation visits, seven climbing scheme visits (Single Pitch Award and 
Climbing Wall Award) and four walking scheme visits (Mountain Leader and Hill & Moorland 
Leader). 

I include many references in my reports to the provider and course staff webpages, 
highlighting areas within their course provision for providers to address. Many actions relate to 
the marketing of our schemes, drawing providers’ attention to the marketing guidelines on our 
website. I find that the actions section of the moderation report can now be used in more 
constructive way than in the past. 

My own experience is that providers have found the provider and course staff webpages 
useful, as it gives clear detail about the relationship between them Mountain Training, and the 
roles and responsibilities of each party within that relationship. 

I felt that the lack of clarity on some quite fundamental issues that existed previously helped 
neither Mountain Training England nor our providers.

I am a member of the Climbing Awards Working Group, and look forward to Mountain Training 
having a family of climbing schemes that provide incremental steps from entry level to our 
current Mountaineering Instructor schemes. 

I have continued to impress upon providers, directors and staff the importance of talking 
about the BMC during their courses. With National Park budgets squeezed ever more, I could 
not think of a more important time for providers to explain how our mountaineering councils 
campaign for access to, and the sustainable use of, our upland environment. 

Sadly, whilst understanding the work of the mountaineering councils is within the syllabi of our 
schemes, I commonly find course staff lacking in knowledge when discussing the councils.

There was much that could be used by course staff during 2016 to make the work of the BMC 
relevant to candidates. Examples I used at update workshops included:

 The pressure brought upon the National Trust by the BMC access team in relation to  
 their proposed licencing scheme. 
 https://www.thebmc.co.uk/national-trust-activity-licence-update
 
 The Welsh BMC Access & Conservation team spending much of 2016 bringing pressure  
 upon the National Trust and others in relation to proposed hydro power developments  
 in the Snowdonia National Park. This was due to concerns these developments will  
 have upon the upland environment, and by extension, the experience of walking and  
 climbing award holders working within the park. 
 https://www.thebmc.co.uk/snowdonia-hydro-developments-update-hydropower

 BMC work that will have a very positive effect upon our walking and climbing award  
 holders is the Mend Our Mountains campaign. With over £100,000 raised in 2016 to  
 improve upland footpaths within our National Parks, those using our parks the most,  
 such as award holders, will see an improvement in the experience that they and their 

TRAINING OFFICER’S REPORT
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 have.
 https://www.thebmc.co.uk/we-did-it-100000-target-reached-for--mend-our-
 mountains-campaign

I recognise that some providers can struggle to explain the relevance of the BMC’s work to 
candidates. I will continue to assist them so they are able to provide a meaningful narrative to 
candidates about the work of the BMC.

Supporting me in that work have been other BMC staff including our Equity Officer Jo 
Rowbottom, who has led discussions at three provider workshops around supporting access to 
courses from underrepresented groups such as women, BME groups and people with 
disabilities.

All three of the BMC’s Access officers have delivered presentations at Mountain Training 
England and Mountain Training Cymru update workshops.

The BMC group use booklets have proved very popular with providers and candidates (by 
definition, every outdoor Mountain Training course will be a group of walkers or climbers). 
These good practice booklets provide course staff with lots of useful ideas to promote 
discussion about access and conservation. 

I take copies of both with me on moderation visits, which are warmly welcomed by providers. 

BMC Green Guides for groups
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Many providers take advantage of numerous free BMC publications, such as New Hill Walkers, 
New Rock Climbers, the many Green Guides for walkers and climbers, the Parents’ Guide, the 
Climbing Wall directory, and climbing wall posters and signage. Candidates are often 
unaware of the booklets (also available as pdf downloads) which can be effectively used by 
them, with their groups, to break down barriers to participation, by informing those new to 
walking and climbing on how to further their skills. 

The BMC’s coach education workshops continue to prove popular with over 700 course 
places filled in 2016. The Physical Training workshops and the FUNdamentals 1 & 2 workshops 
form part of the training pathway for Mountain Training’s coaching scheme, for which the 
Climbing Wall Award is an integral part.

Finally, I’d like to thank Mountain Training England’s volunteers for supporting my work, and 
that of all the staff.

Jon Garside
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE
STATEMENT 2016

Governance

Safeguarding - Mountain Training England agreed a policy on safeguarding children and 
young people in the autumn of 2016. Our staff have very little contact with children during the 
course of their work, however, we deemed it necessary to raise awareness and as 
contingency in the unlikely event that any of our staff are asked to deal with a safeguarding 
issue.

We produced and agreed a policy wording for our approved course providers and course 
staff. These are highly qualified and experience practitioners who are approved and trained 
to deliver our qualification courses for us on a franchise basis. The policy wording and 
requirements for training are being written into the Provider and Course Director Agreement 
document and will come into force during 2017.

Succession Planning - Based on an evaluation of Board skills and our record of terms of service 
we decided to recruit two new independent non-executive directors. The planning for this 
initiative took place during November and December. Guy Jarvis and Cath Luke produced 
job descriptions and an advertisement plan. The recruitment process took place in January so 
will be reported on in next year’s Annual Report.

UK Sport/ Sport England Code of Governance - This was launched at the end of October. We 
acted immediately to review our governance practices against the Code and to draw up a 
schedule of work based on this review. This work is ongoing.

Nomenclature - One issue raised by the requirements in the new Code is the terms of 
reference we use for our management groups. Historically the practice of Mountain Training 
England was to call the large group of representatives that meets 3 times per year a ‘Board’. 
The smaller group of elected directors that meets 4 times per year was traditionally known as 
the ‘Executive Committee’. This was confusing, as our ‘Executive Committee’ does not have 
any executive duties. All our Directors are volunteers. Also, in the wider world of corporate 
business the term ‘Board’ is understood to mean the group of Directors who govern the 
organisation and oversee the work of the executive staff.
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We drafted a paper proposing to change the terms of reference to, ‘Board of Directors’ 
instead of Executive Committee and ‘Council’ instead of Board. This proposal was considered 
and discussed at the March 2017 meeting, conclusion to be reported in the 2017 Annual 
Report.

Summary of work done during 2016 to improve MTE’s compliance with 
OfQual’s General Conditions of Recognition

Section A – Governance
MTE staff have conducted a review of governance during 2016, in particular the composition 
of the Executive Committee. We intend to recruit and appoint two independent executive 
committee members and we will appoint on a skills basis. This will strengthen the Executive 
committee in terms of numbers (currently there are only 5 members of this committee with 
capacity for 7) and broaden the skills available for the Board to draw on.

Condition A5.2a – maintaining a workforce of appropriate size and competence
We have consolidated our Customer Service Team and appointed a designated manager. 
One member of the Customer Service Team has been recruited internally to support our 
membership organisation. This is a new job to the organisation and increases our scope for 
supporting our learners, our centre staff and our award holders. We have recruited a 
replacement and the new staff member has settled in well and is becoming a valuable 
addition to the Customer Service Team.

Condition A5.2e – having appropriate systems of planning and control
We have reviewed our approach to this condition during 2016 and have made changes to 
our qualifications database to ensure stronger compliance to this condition. These changes 
are described elsewhere in this document under H6 and I4.

Condition A6 – Management of risks
We have reviewed and amended our business risk assessment according to FAB guidelines. 
Our approach is to review current risk indicators at each quarterly meeting of the Executive 
committee.

Condition B3.1 - notification to OfQual
During 2016 we have amended our procedure for notifying OfQual of certain events. The 
Executive Committee agreed to this revised procedure and all staff of MTE were trained in the 
implementation of the new procedure. The Responsible Officer produced a guidance 
document for all staff on notification and how to recognise and respond to a notifiable event. 

Condition H6 – issuing results
An amendment has been made to our database to change the point at which results are 
issued to learners. Course reports submitted by centre providers are scrutinised by MTE staff 
and time is allowed for any issues or queries arising from this process to be resolved between 
MTE and the centre staff before results are issued to learners. Previously results were issued at 
the point that centre provider submitted a course report to MTE. We believe this change is 
more robust and strengthens our approach to this condition.

Condition I4 –issuing certificates
We have amended the way certificates are generated to reduce the likelihood of human 
error when inputting date ranges.
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We have also created a record of past jobs on our database, allowing staff to see at a glance 
each certificate print job and track date range chosen, administrator name, award 
certificates printed and number of candidates. Staff have received training in the system for 
issuing certificates and maintain a guidance document on this procedure and detailed 
ongoing records.

Climbing Awards Review
The Climbing Awards Review has commenced. Our usual practice is to review each 
qualification individually on a rolling schedule. During 2015 we took the decision to review the 
climbing qualifications as a suite of similar qualifications. The Climbing Awards Review Working 
Group was formed from volunteers and staff. A qualitative review was conducted among our 
direct stakeholders. The findings from this initial review informed a quantitative review which 
was made available to all our centre providers, learners and members of the general public. 
The staff will make recommendations to the Board early in 2017 and work towards 
implementation will commence during the autumn of 2017.

Our intention is to document the process by which we create new qualifications, should the 
review recommendations present this opportunity.

Overview of MTE’s Risk Management Strategy 2016
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As part of our 2016 governance work we undertook a review and reform of our risk register with 
support from an outside agency. We now maintain and review the register on a quarterly basis 
at the directors’ board meetings. Key risks identified during 2016 and the Board’s response to 
these are as follows:

 Siabod office server and email facility. Our server containing all our files and managing  
 our emails was old, slow and vulnerable to power cuts which were particularly   
 prevalent over the winter of 2015/16. We replaced this with a new server, power back  
 up and email hosted in the cloud to increase reliability of service.

 Damage and errors caused by Tahdah. We suffered a security breach with the   
 Candidate Management System due to malicious sabotage by an ex-employee of  
 TahDah, our service provider. Luckily this had little lasting effect upon our operations or  
 reputation. We have put more stringent IT security measures in place and provided  
 training for staff. We have also negotiated a new contract with Tahdah which   
 improves their service to us and increases their liability for service levels.

 Safeguarding. MTE had no safeguarding policies or guidance for either its staff or   
 providers. These have now been created and the guidance for providers will be linked  
 to an updated contract that will be rolled out at the end of 2017.

 Sports England funding. This remains our greatest financial risk as the funding   
 application process has not yet been completed. The Board noted the favourable  
 responses of Sport England to our application so far and approved a budget that  
 assumed a certain level of funding from it, even if it is to be paid in arrears. This was felt  
 to be an acceptable risk given the size of MTE’s reserves and the confidence in some  
 positive outcome from Sport England.



THE YEAR IN NUMBERS

Registration statistics for qualifications 2016

For the following schemes: Lowland Leader, Hill and Moorland Leader, Mountain Leader, 
Climbing Wall Award, Single Pitch Award, Climbing Wall Leading Award

Total registrations by scheme 2016 (female registrations in brackets)

Hill & Mountain Skills statistics 2016
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MTE Total Male Female Not specified

Registered 4482 3167 1305 (29%) 10

Trained 3237 2303 930 (29%) 4

Passed 
assessment

2311 1690 620 (27%) 1

MTE

Lowland Leader 733 (41%)

Hill and Moorland 
Leader

383 (38%)

Mountain Leader 1448 (24%)

Climbing Wall 
Award

1044 (32%)

Single Pitch 
Award

700 (23%)

Climbing Wall
Leading Award

174 (21%)

MTE TOTAL Male Female Under 25

Registered 675 445 229 (34%) 281 (42%)



2016 Courses

All training and assessment courses, including reassessments and exemptions run by providers 
approved by each board:
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MTE Total All
Boards

HMS 79 142

LL 202 286

HML 114 142

EXPED 20 32

ML 346 626

CWA 360 431

CWAA 173 203

SPA 291 441

TOTAL 1585 2303
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Mountain Training England Record of Terms of Service

Mountain Training England directors serve a three year term, extendable once and renewed 
annually at Annual General Meeting.

MTE’s Articles allow for a 7 member Board of Directors.

Name Job Title Term  start
date

Term end
date

Succession
flag date

Previous/ other
involvement

David
Faulconbridge

Chair 10 June 2018 June 2018 June 2017 Rep for OEAP
for many years

Michael
Pinder

Vice Chair 9 June 2018 May 2015 -
extended
May 2018

June 2017 Served as BMC
rep from May
2010

Barry Lynn Treasurer 9 June 2018 May 2015 -
extended
May 2018

June 2017

Mick Johnson BMC Rep 9 June 2018 May 2015 -
extended
May 2018

June 2017

Chris Forrest Director 11 June 2018 June 2017 January 2017 Rep for JSMTC

Vacant Independant
Director

Vacant Independant
Director
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